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her of St. Paul's ~tudents, who are many of
them old hands at cricket, and would form a
fine nucleus for a successful club. Cricket is
evidently soon to take a recognized position
among field-sports in America, and indeed,
one of the leading dailies predicts that soon
base-ball will be given up to the professionals
entirely, and cricket will come into vogue as
a gentleman's game.
And, therefore, we
hope that this Cricket Club will at least be
established.
·
AFTER the Easter Recess, the Dining Hall
is to come under a new management. Mr.
Bolles, our present steward, retires and a new
incumbent, probably Mr. Samuel Harris, is
to take charge, under a fixed salary. Now
this new arrangement will work just as unsatisfactorily and just as briefly as our old
e,:cperiments, unless a new system of paying is
adopted. In order to make the Dining Hall
run smoothly, the students who board there
must pay, at least, once a fortnight. The
fellows must know by experience that the
credit system frequently makes one subject to
bad bargains, and this is true . in running
Commons as well. Our old stewards have
all said, and our new one will echo it, undoubtedly, that unless the money is paid in
regularly, it is next to impossible to give
satisfaction. It is evident to all what an
inconvenience it would inflict on us if the
Commons proved a failure, and so we only
ask you to act in self-defence, when we say
"Pay promptly."

HOW is it that during the last two weeks
there has been no hot water ? We do
not know who is responsible or whether the
lack of hot water is unavoidable, but we do
insist that all these matters that make up the
comfort and health of the students ought to
be more diligently attended to than they are
at present. We })ope that tliere wiJl be no AS appears in another part of the paper,
the Tablet editors have undertaken to
further necessity for alluding to this matter.
compare our rules with regard to chapel
services with those of. other Colleges. As
E are glad to see the efforts which are will be seen, at seventeen of the thirty-four
being made to introduce Cricket at Colleges which are given in our list, one
Trinity. There is no reason why we should servke a day is the rule, at nine others, the
not have a good team here, after the game service on Saturday is omitted and only one
has fairly obtained a hold. We take in a num- service held on the other week-days, and only

V,.J
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five Colleges (Hobart, Kenyon, Princeton,
"Dear Sir:
Racine and Williams) have such an enormous
Will you please inform us
number as we do, and from each of these
I. How many times a week you have
Colleges comes the cry: "Give us less com- Chapel services (excepting Sundays).
pulsory religion." At all the leadt'ng Col2. How many of these services are comleges, (Yale, Harvard, Columbia, U ni'v. of pulsory."
Michigan, Union, etc, etc,) the Faculty apWe give a tabulated list of the answers:
pear to be satisfied that one service a day, or
Amherst,
6 a week. 6 compulsory.
even less, is fully enough for the necessities of
Bates,
5
"
5
"
Bowdoin,
6
6
the students. T rinity claims to be progressBrown,
6
6
ing; why not progress in this direction as well?
Central,
6
6
Colby,
6
6
C. C. N. Y.,

SINCE our last issue, the work on the
Athletic Grounds has been progressing
rapidly under the auspices of the Sophomore
class. • The lot recently granted by the
Executive Committee to the Athletic Association, is situated on Broad street, and
measures 480 feet by 320. A thorough system of draining will prevent any inconvenience that might arise from a wet season.
The grounds are surrounded by a substantial
fence. An elliptical track, measuring onefifth of a mile, has been laid out, enclosing the Base Ball field. A grand stand is to
be erected at the north-east corner of the
grounds, with a carriage drive leading to it
from Broad street. Eventually, the whole
field may be surrounded by a drive. It is
the intention of McClunie Bros., who have
taken the contract for finishing the grounds,
to grade the slight inequalities of the surface
by removing as little of the turf as possible,.
so that the field will be in shape and ready
for use this season. They expect to finish
their work within three weeks, in time for
the Spring Meeting of the Athletic Association and the match games of the nine. Great
credit is due to the Sophomore class for their
energy in this matter, and for the admirable
manner of arranging Dr. Eccleston's lectures.
which have so materially aided the -scheme:

CHAPEL SERVICES AT VARIOUS
COLLEGE..\'.
The TABLET editors, desiring to know and
show how our rules regarding attendance at
chapel compare with those at other colleges,
recently sent the following note to the editors
of several of our Exchanges :

5

Columbia,
5
Cornell,
o
Harvard,
6
·Hobart,
10
Illinois,
6
Ind. Asbury, 6
Iowa,
6
Kenyon,
11
Knox,
6
Lehigh,
6
Madison,
5
Marietta,
6
Michigan,
5
Oberlin,
6
Northwestern, 5
Princeton,
I I
Racine,
18
Rochester,
6
Rutgers,
5
St. 8tephen's, 12
Syracuse,
5
Union,
6
Virginia,
8
Wesleyan,
6
Williams,
IO
Wisconsin,
5
Yale,
6

5
5
0

4
9

6
6
6
II

6
6

5

6
0

6

5
II
12

5
5
12
0

6

"
,,
"

"

0

6
IO
0

6

"
"
lo

THE TABLET SUPPER.
The TABLET editors of '80 and '81 met on
April 8th, in No. 20 J. H., to enjoy a reunion
banquet. In the note of invitation, each had
been requested to assume a given character,
and therefore the following gentlemen and
lady assembled: General U.S. Grant, H. H.
Prince Bismarck, the Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Beaconsfield, K. G., Mr. Punch, of London,
Mr. Verdant Green, of Oxford University,
Rev. Dr. Do It Talmage, Mr. Joaquin
Miller, Hon. Dennis Kearney, P. T. Barnum,
Esq., Daniel Pratt, G. A. T., Mr. Bailey, of
the Danbury News, Mr. Tom Karl, Mr. Mike
O'Reilly, the exchange editor of the Niagara
Index, and, last but by no means least, the
gifted poetess, Ye sweete singer of Ysraele.
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•

For an half-hour or so, the guests enjoyed
a pleasant conversation, while Punch was observed to sketch a caricature of the Rev. Dr.
Do It Talmage for a future number; Daniel
fratt was heard soliciting subscriptions and
articles for the Gridiron; Dennis Kearney and
Mike O'Reilly held a conference, as a result
of whic4 the Niagara Index was selected .for
a tirade against the Chinese; General Grant,
Beaconsfield, and Bismarck talked of politics
and war; Ye sweete singer and Joaquin Miller
discussed poetry, Messrs. Bailey, and Tom
Karl talked music, Mr. Barnum beamed on
·
··
D · 1
d V
all, especially Den ms and . ame , an
erdant Green was heard to whisper" Hurry up
the drink and eatables.'' And at this sugges.
.
•
t1on General Grant, suddenly breaking off his
conversation, begged the company to pair off
and.proceed to No. 19 J. H. Here a bountic.
th
·
fiu1 sprea d was foun d wa1·t·mg 1or
·
d
1 e appreci• •
a_t1ve ass,~mbly, wh~, neede on Y one mvitation, to go a~ead.
.
.
. .
After some ti.me spent lil domg Justice to
the substantial viands, General Grant arose
and calling for silence, delivered the following
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Well may his foes dread the lashes from the pen, but
happy is the politician that can say he is my friend, and
will fight for me.

After the shouts of" vi1.1e le Roi Grant,"
had died away,
. THE EXCHANGE

EDITOR OF THE

NIAGARA INDEX,

thus brought into notice, smiled all over
his face, and, after drinking a quart of
fresh blood, emitted the following "Sighings
of the Hyperborean Zephyr."

Gentlemen: I am glad to have an opportunity, at Jast,
to present the grievan~es of the much-abused ~rgan of
"Our Lady of Angels,' before so learned and polished an
assembly as I find gathered here. Scholars and poets, listen
for a few moments, to the_Sig?ings of t~e Hyperbore~n
Zephyr. "Weexr,ecttoma1~tam~uroldt1meexcellencem
every department, but especially m that under the care of
the exchange editor. "We do not expect to suddenly revolutionize the education world ; " we are too modest for that ;
but when
"The bigot sleeps, 'midst all that darkly seems
'd h'. If
d
. ht f d
0 uts1 e 1mse , an no 11g o reams
Which others, lavish to the lovely, see
In their soul's palace, where all guests are free
To move in rays, whose temporal heat and sheen
Suit each and all, and show what should be seen."
I say, when this is so, it is time for the Index to arise in
her majesty, and, "turning chains to harmony," carry
forth a noble reform, by " the breathings of a ray " from
ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
our exalted, sun-lit mountain tops. For "the noble
.
youth of our fair land are fast becoming degenerate,
Gentlemen: After the labors of eight years as head demoralized. The Book of Prayer is .now too often supof this mighty nation, after two years spent in " viewing planted by the Catechism of crime, and the scaffold is
the cities of many men and learning their customs," as sought for, as a haven of rest. How sad is this picture,
did Ulysses of old, my great prototype, I have returned yet how true ! " The TRI~ITY. T ARLET has had the
once more to my native land, and, you see, am up to . audacity to ridicule this statement of the truth. 'But every
my old tricks. Great, indeed, is my pleasure to see one knows that its editors are "slimy imps of Hades,"
gathered about me, su~~ a1~ illustrious company. _I feel . who disgrace catholicism by claimi_n~ a sh_are in it. Mismyself more honored m bemg able to call you friends, erahle heretic protestants! Cathohc1sm will be the death
wllrt are gathered here, than in all the court which has of them yet.
.
been paid me by nearly every nation of the globe. I feel
The Yak Courant is just about ~uch a paper as we
that to you who are so devoted to my interests, it may not should expect from a set of " chewing bovines, reared in
be amiss to address a few words in regard to my position a cow-yard."
in the coming campaign. To be brief, I visited the other
The Harvard Crimson dares to criticise our poe~ry. It
world that the American people might be stirred by the is a waste of time and paper, to say anything of such
reports of the honors shown me there. My most sanguine wishy-washy love-sick doggerel as its editors try to palm
hopes were more than realized.. I ret~irned to go in !ri- off on the cohege world as poet~. . They never knew the
omphal progress through the country Just before pr.ehm- . wild frenzies of the true poet. !'heir souls never yearned.
inaries of the convention, to thrill the American p_eople and soared away into the blue empyrean vault, towards
with my eloquence, to paralyze them with my figure. I . the gleaming, snow-clad summits of heaven-vaulted
appeared in Texas at the best moment. Not a wire in all Parnassus.• Ah! gentlemen, if my time were not limited,
the net work of political intrigue have I left unpulled., , I would quote you a poem as is a poem, but-see the last
Never have I failed to do the right thing at the right number of the Index. We would say to the culchawed,
moment. I shall be nominated ; I shall be elected . heretic Harvardites, " the best thing for you to do, is to
for the third time President of these United States; thence , go to your room and hire soJnebody to kick you for half
the steps to empire are few and easy. Then may you,- an hour every day.
who are my stays, look for honor, but woe to the black
Erin-go-bragh ! "
~~:~\v~no t~:i~P~~I:c:;Yf1~~~r;s~! !~e t~~t a3:!i:•hi~~;~:~~~
But enough,-! have spoken to you as friends. Gentlemen,
for years I have been a most acute. reader of the press,
and I affirm, after the most careful Judgment, that I have·
never, in the columns of any papers, seen such genius
displayed as in the exchange column of the Niarara Index. ·

This speech was recdeived _with awhe and fea~,
and, as no one dare to mcur t e orator s
displeasure all applauded strongly. Then
'
.
d . fi •
the General agam arose, an , m ttmg terms,
introduced
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REV. DR. DO IT TALMAGE.

Gentlemen, do you now say to me, " Sermons and sodawater the day after ? " Ah I That day may never come in
this world. Its sun may rise upon you seated in the
banqueting-hall of which I speak. There you will not
sneer at soda-water.

This gentleman, arrayed in a long, furtrimmed overcoat, whose pockets, by their
contents, were doomed to play an important
The thunder of the applause which followed
part in the orator's flights, had one end of the
this sermon was only equalled by the din
room cleared, and then expounded as follows :
which the reverend gentleman himself had
Gentlemen : In my work, entitled " Sports that Kill," m~de in his gymnastic feats.
General Grant
reported by phonograph, (makes phonograph with his
hands,) I spoke loudly against the God-defying extrava- then requested the attention of the company
gance of modem society. My argument briefly was as to a poem by

follows: (Meditates a moment, evidently feeling for this
brief statement ; then pounces upon it.) A snowflake
under this microscope (takes from his pocket, as he thinks,
an instrument of this kind. It is in reality a little china
negro-baby.) reveals the fact that God loves exquisite
architecture. The breast-plate of the priest in olden time
had a wreath of gold. Notwithstanding, it is necessary to
have a line between this and extravagance. Such a line I
thought I had drawn in my "Sports that Kill," yes, drawn
even to the exclusion of all extravagance in the future.
This evening, I find that such is not the case. Invited to
a banquet, gra~ed with the presence of many other literary
lights (pulls a candle out of his pocket and ignites it.)
besides myself, I expected to be seated before a modest
table. On the contrary, I have partaken of all the luxuries
contained in the bottle of plenty, (produces the bottle of
plenty,) and am now called upon to respond to the speech
of a man at whose name the world oft has trembled, a.
very great man, but here's a greater. (Presents a grater.)
An abstract of his speech is best given in these words of
the club-footed poet :
· Wine and women, mirth and laughter ;
Sermons and soda-water the day after.
Gentlemen, I will not wait a day. My soul flies away
(represents his soul in the act) from the partakers of this
generous feast. In spite of the pleasure which I have
derived therefrom, there is not the sliglzte,t excuse for you.
The Colle_ge Cabinet claims your bones, (brings forward a
bone to make this clause more emphatic.) for have you
.. not this night eaten luxuries, while your brother students
went moaning to their beds. in hunger? In hunger, say
I, for the Commons do not furnish even bread, so thijt
there is a cry of 0/ze I jam satis est I You ask bread;
they give a stone. Do you then, gentlemen, aft~r leaving
to yovr fellow students only the turnips of the Campus,
expect us, ministers of the Gospel, to come and stand by
your coffins. (very violent gestures.) and lie about your
excellences ? Fie ! Remember the great day of fire, true,
'tis rather cold (blows upon his fingers.) this evenjng, but
nevertheless exert yourselves to remember. Will you then
be proud of having sat at the feast of a modern Caligula?
No ! You will repent, but alas it will be too late, too late !
You are of the wicked, and I say unto you, the name of
the wicked shall rot.
There is a banqueting-hall that you have never heard
described You know all about the feast of Ahasuerus,
where a thousand lords did sit. You have heard of Belshazzer's carousal, where the blood of the murdered King
spurted into the faces of the banqueters. You may know
of the scene of riot and wassail, when Esopus ate from a
dish, prepared at the cost of four hundred thousand dollars.
But I speak to you of a different banqueting-hall. Its
roof is fretted with fire. (Unbuttons his coat.) Its floor
is tessellated with fire. Its song is a song of fire. Its
walls are buttresses of fire. It is the banqueting-hall of
the libertines' and adulteresses' perdition. . Solomon refers
to it when he says: " Her ·guests are in the depths of Hell."

YE SWEETE SINGER OF YSRAELE.

She began by premising that her poetry
was the poetry of the future, and, therefore,
might not be understood. She would, however, try to make the company feel the power
and sweetness of
RECOLLECTIONS.
An adage often quoted says
That time, once past, is dead,
And never will return again ;
But is this said with truth?
Cannot the years already flown
Be lived again, through all
The varied scenes of joy or grief,
Of ple~ure or of pain ?
Affection for a friend, or one
Endeared to us, is not
Affection for mere flesh and blood,
Our friend is not that which we touch,
For that will pass away ;
It is his spirit that we love,
An animating soul.
So is it with events in life;
They come ; but soon are gone ;
Their earthly forms are lost to view,
Their spirits ever live. _
And, as we pass along in life,
The circle of our years,
A chain increasing wi_th our age,
Revolves before our mind
The spirits of the shrouded Past
Join in a choric dance,
And, round the altar of our hearts,
Hand clasped in hand, they move.
But, in the varied throng, we see
Full many a mourning face,
And forms we dare not Jook upon,
Such horror they inspire.
Yet, side by side with awful shapes,
Some beauty we may see,
And happy, joyful beings find,
Of heavenly purity.
On us, in great part, it devolves
To fashion as we will

THE TRINITY TABLET.
This ever-present company ;
To make them in our sight
A pleasure or a pain. This night
Will send another form
To join her sisters in the dance,'
And widen yet the ring.
Oh! may th is spirit th en be bright
And glorious to our sight.
Then, in the circling of the chain
Before our gaze, may we
Find pleasure always in this shape,
And bless its memory.
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MR. VERDANT GREEN, OF OXFORD
UNIVERSITY,

who spoke. We tried to follow his speech,
but as the majority of the words had more
syllables than any right-minded English word
should have, we rather lost the connection.
F or example, two words were, " Haptomeetyoutonigelm,
manoxforfreshmproudtosay."
After his speech, the General, in a stage whisper, offered ear-plugs of cotton to anyone
Her poem was greeted with a quiet ap- who desired them, and introduced
plause, which showed how .deeply its beauty
MR. DENNIS KEARNEY.
had affected the assembly, and, for a few
As this name fell. on the ears of the assemminutes, there was silence, which was broken bled multitude, many and frequent were the
by the singing of a few quiet college songs, calls for ear-plugs, but, nothing heeding, Denwhich made the Professors overhead half re- nis spoke right on as follows :
solve to break up the gathering. B~t they Feller-citizens of Rocky Hill: It gives me great and
relented. Then the General, in glowing unexpected.pleasure to !lleet you t?-night. I am glad to
terms, presented his Prussian brother-in-arms, see you. Ive been making a tower m the East, to stir up
H. H. PRINCE BISMARCK,

who gutturaled as follows:
Your most honored maje~ty to be, and respected gen.
tlemen: It is with a sense of deep humility that I rise on
this occasion. Indeed, the galaxy of wit and genius, nay,
I might even venture to say, the shining aurora of renown,
which surrounds this festal board, almost prevents me from
murmuring forth a few words of greeting. My timid and
retiring nature is nearly squelched. You, in particular,
my dear Ulysses, know and appreciate the innate modesty
which manifests itself in all my actions. You have had
occasion to gain insight into this lovely trait of my angelic
soul. Even when we went on that glorious tear together,
at your recent visit to the Fatherland, you never beheld
e uproariously loud-but then, in the language of a
popular quotation : I was too dntnk to speak. But now,
for once in my life, I have determined to have a row all
for myself-a little one for a cent. So I sent in my resignation and skipped over here, just td worry Billy. · Billy
is a first-rate chap, but he couldn't even drink his beer
without me. I'm only going to bluff him a little, for I
haven't any idea of resigning-couldn't think of it even
if they. asked me to. Hut I see the punch is fast disappeari_ng, so I'll close-with t~e words of an esteemed friend
of mme: "As I'm no Grecian orator, I had better stop."

the workmen against the blank oppression of the blanketyblank bloated bond-holders. They're a crushing and a
grinding us poor men down to the very dust, blank 'em.
While we pinch and sta~ve, they roll by, in their fancy
tum-outs, and turn up their noses at a poor man's distress.
We haven't got feelings as they has; no, it don't make us
~eel bad ~o see our :igh_tful earni~gs squa!1dered by them,
m fine wmes and big dmners, while our wives and children
are slaving and starving. If I had my way, I'd hang
every blank mother's son of them to the nearest lamp-post.
But we've been doing good work out where we are We
made 'em cower in their rich houses, sleek and powerful
though they be. They found out, blank their souls, that
we wasn't going to be trod on no longer. And we didn't
have to fight against 'em alone, but they had the blank
yellow-faced Chinamen to help 'em. You people don't
appreciate what a Chinaman is. He'll get right down in
the dirt, and slave for what an honest man couldn't live
on. All he wants to keep him alive is a blank rat and
three grains of rice, and six foot of floor to sleep on. He
ain't a man; he's a bla.n/uly-blank hound of a beast.

Here the orator was reminded that he was
not haranguing the habitues of the sand -lots,
and he came to a full stop.
After this sudden interruption Gene I
G
.
d
:
. ra
. l
··
d" d
h
· rant, m or er to prevent any 111 -feeling
A s h 1s ast quotation
1e
away,
t
ree
d
"th
b
t
t
d
·
·
r
h .
.
ca11 e up
e es -na ure · man m t h'e
Id ,, " .
, fi · d "
hearty cheers were given ,or t e 111 ustnous
warrior, and then General Grant introduced, wor '
everyones nen ,
in a tumult of cheers,
P. T. BARNUM, ESQ.,
MR. TOM KARL,
who spoke as follows:
who, in a few words, expressed his pleasure Gentlemen: It gives D?-e great pleasure to be here
.
.
this evenin~, among_ such a distinguished assembly, as a
at bemg present m so august an assembly, representative Amencan Showman, the owner of the
and then sang, with telling effect, Blumen- "Greatest Show on Earth." I have many projects in
h l' "M Q
" h" h
1 d d
mind for the coming season, my agents have travelled from
t a s
Y ueen, W lC was app au e to the heated air of the tropics to the chilling blasts of the
the echo, and encored. After this General Arctic regions in search of novelties, while I myself have
Grant, in a hesitati'ng manner, introduced to come to Hartford. It is my intention to add a novel
the company
attraction to my Great Show, somethiftg in the base-ball
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line. I will hire several of the best clubs in the country,
and have them contest in my great double ring, positively
two performances going on at the same time. Having
heard various rumors of the achievements of the Bottle
Diver and Artful Dodger nines, I intend to secure them,
regardless of expense. If I fail in this, the regular University nine will be sufficient of an attraction. But other
suggestions have presented themselves to me.
While
standing under the shadow bf the Megatherium in the
Cabinet, determined that I would procure an Ichthyo:.
saurus from Tartary, a Dugong from New South Wales,
several fossil remains of camels, and I have also beard of
another celebrated fossil here, which is such a curiosity
that I am straining every nerve to get it. If I am success£ul in this, more then ever will I deserve the name of being
the owner of the '' Greatest Show on Earth,"
·
His speech was frequently interrupted by
applause, especially at the mention of the
Artful Dodger and Bottle Diver nines.
Then MR. TOM KARL, being loudly
called for again, sang Sullivan's "Dearest
Heart," and, as an encore, gave " Ah, so
pure," from " Martha," and fairly "brought
down the house." Then General Grant introduced to the assembly

r

RT. HON. THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, K. G.
In the midst of this incongruous assemblage,
l·t ha· d been not a li"ttle curi·ous to scan the
countenance of Beaconsfield. The great man's
r.
•
t bl
h·
•
·
iace was mscru a e,
ippmg
IS wme m
silem:e, it would have seemed that he was
utterly oblivious to all that was passing, but
r.
·
al
·
f
1or the occasion
repression o a sarcasm.
This was particularly noticeable during the
speech of Dennis Kearney.
By degrees,

s· ·

however, something of animation shone
through the Sphinx-like eyes, so that after
the mention of his name by the president and
.
.
.
.
. .'
m the midst of the enthus1ast1c drmkmg of
the toast by the company he was induced
f p ·
k
dd
'
b y t h e request o
rmce
1smar , to a
ress
the honored host and assembled guests.
Rising with deliberation, he spoke as follows:

B'

Gentlemen: It affords me much gratification and~use_ment-to be present this evening. I think I am safe
m saymg, and I have no doubt that one who knows me
well, (with a wave of his hand toward "Punch.") will bear
me out in the statement, that I was never possessed _of a
particularly impulsive temperament, But, gentlemen,
gentlemen, I have never before, in all my life, felt so
friendly towards anybody as I do to you, this evening. It
really must be the punch. I have been asked for a sentiment. Here it is : '' The political torpor and indifference
of the age ; nothing can rouse it but a series of startling
effects." In conclusion, allow me to express the opinion
that, this time next year-on this very day, in all probability-I shall have the pleasure of con~ratulating you on the
successful administration of your brilliant office.

A

kindly diction, and then the company composed themselves for a nap, as they heard the
name of
DANIEL PRATT, G. A. T.,
who, with a professorial air, arose ~nd elucidated his ideas on "The Perturbations of
Celluloid."
Gentlemen : I feel highly honored by your attentions.
I know how important a personage I am, but your variegated acknowledgement of my abilities is very flattering.
And, as a more than equivalent retum for your courtesies,
I will deliver to you, for nothing, a few stirring euphonisms,
idiosyncratic and systematic, on the Perturbations of
Celluloie., or the Brain of an Hypothenuse. And let me
tell you first, that the Brain, or Celluloid, as we savants
term it, to disintegrate it from the solid ramifications of
the crariial tissue, is the foundation of all molecular conglutinations, the basis of all syzygies, inferior and deterior,
the zenith of a principle, the origin of all wealth, the
criterion of government. It concentrates, in its theoretical
practicability, alike the hidden revelations of the universe,
and the calm fury of the nonentity. In its divisibility,
Trinity and unity are one. It is eternal, extemal and
infernal. It wanders, in howling sHence, among the
crowded solitudes of pathological syllogisms, and in toil
and rest, unites the repellent elements of matter. And its
perturbations, recognizing and respiring the vacuum of
chaos, create a dead soul, and resurrect an etemal mortality.
And that's what you want-you want to be raised, to get
elevated, to stand high. A low man is looked down uponsee how Lo, the poor Indian, is oppressed and derailed.
And the brain of an Hypothenuse, that inconceivable
hyperbole of a gastronomical vision, is more eccentric,
more ordinary in its unique commonplaceness, than any
other. It converts into the limits of infinity, the boundless
borders of theory and practice, and traces an invisible line
of union, which stands out '\\ ith clear dimness, as the top
of the abyss of the hill of ignorance. And yet all its
influence is not exuded, for its unproven axioms still verify
the fallacies of science, literature, and art, and Life•
remains-Lift, the quintessence of fundamental ossification,
the excresence of Death, and the be-all and the end-all
here. And now r~member what I. have cl~rified and
obscured to you to-mght. Do not obhterate this powerful
·monolith, which you have been honored by hearing,
cachinnate for yourselves all the innumerable Perturbations
of Celluloid, and enumerate the qualitative analyses of the
Brain of an Hypothenuse, and go from here wiser, happier,
bigger men, than ev~n old Grant, and then revolutionize
the immutable wisdom of ignorance. Tm cents all round.
After his cracked voice had ceased, the
silence aroused the sleepers, who settled them.
selves comfortably to listen to
MR. PUNCH,
who delivered the following " Confessions " :

Gentlemen : I was very much surprised and, I admit,
flattered, at receiving your kind invitation to be present
here this evening. I had grown weary of making jokes for
the English people, so I determined to take a vacation. I
had heard so many strange things about this wonderful
country that I concluded to spend my vacation in Yankeeland. Let me tell you a little family secret ; let it go no
further. My wife, Judy, actually swore at me when I
subdued, ~nglish applause followed this announced my intention of visiting America. '' That land,
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my dear Punch," said she, "where the inhabitants are half
civilized, where they pick their teeth at table and where
they do not know how to use a knife and fork, I say that
land is not worthy of a visit from such a genius as yourself."
However, I could not be moved from my purpose. I
undertook the journey. I arrived in New York and landed
at Castle Garden, last Saturday, none the worse for my
sea-voyage. Of course, I expected to find here, this
evening, strangers. Imagine how surprised I was on
meeting here Prince Bismarck and my Lord Beacdnsfield.
I' especially condole with the latter on his recent defeat in
England. The fame of most of our guests had reached me,
so I am happy in making their personal acquaintance. In
my little back office in Fleet street, I have heard of Dr.
Talmage, and I take this opportunity of thanking him for
the great impetus which .he has given to English gymnastics.
Were it not for his wonderful platform performances, the
noble art of turning a somersault might still be unknown.
Therefore, he is certainly entitled to the thanks of all
admirers of a muscular Christianity. Mr. Dennis Kearney,
I am proud to meet you. The ungrateful citizens of
San Francisco do not appreciate your philanthrophic efforts
to increas~ their happiness~ Shake the dust off your No.
1s's, sir, and visit England, where the Tories will receive
you with open arms. Alas ! my country is in sad need of
such men as yourself. Gentlemen, I cannot express to you
how proud I am of making the acquaintance of Mr. Daniel
Pratt, G. A. T. On behalf of the English people, I most
sincerely thank you, Mr. Pratt, for the great good you have
done to the world, in the science of geography, of metaphysics, and of art. You are justly called the Livingstone
of the West. Gentlemen, I am very glad to be present
here, and I thank you very heartily for the cordial way in
which you have drunk my health. My views on America
have been revolutionized. In place of the wild, desolate
country I had expected to see, I find every spot under
cultivation. I had thought that I ought to ·bring to this
gathering a pistol and bowie-knife, so as to be on equal
terms with my neighbors, for I always thought that these
useful instruments of modern American society were taken
even to the banqueting hall. But I do not see them protruding from the gentlemen's pockets. I find that American
society has been grossly misrepresented at home. And I
announce to you that hereafter I will use my potent
influence in removing such erroneous impre~sions from the
English mind.
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Long sought in vain by mariners of old.
And now yon distant craft their wings unfold,
And creep like quiet, white robed ghosts away
O'er the round bosom of the ruffled sea,
Fading in the blue distance of the eve,
Like dreams which oft pass o'er our minds. and leave
No trace, save that of sorrow, for their loss.
A lingering beam of sunlight shoots across
The bay, and touches with a magic power
The palace of the Doge, whose lofty tower.
Wrought with the beauty of Venetian art,
Seem set with jewels ; while its every part
Is changed as if from stone to burnished gold.
One moment more the glittering sunbeams hold
The spire in their embrace, then cleave a way
Of gold athwart the crystal of the bay.
Once more the Sun God shakes his fire-tipped lance;
Then sinking, dips it 'neath the wide expanse
Of Ocean'; ~eep, and all is hushed and still,
Save the night wind's moan, and the whistle shrill
Of some boatman, who seeks his distant home.
But hark ! what mean those sounds that faintly come
O'er the water dark ? ' Tis the Vesper bell,
As it tolls the hour, with its cadenced swell,
Of the evening prayer, from yon convent drear,
Whose walls their mass on yonder island rear.
And see, the timid, silver moon at last
Peeps out from 'neath an envious cloud, which passed
O'er her virgin face and sought, but in vain,
To hide her beauty from the sight profane
Of mortals ; while fair Venice, that just now
Had blushed so proudly in the Sun God's glow,
Grows pale with envy, as the huntress Queen
Her silver light sheds o'er the lovely scene.
But as I gaze in rapture at the sight,
A change takes place, as if the Goddess Night
Had wrapped her mantle round her from afar,
And pinned its folds with one bright, glitt'ring star.
The breeze grows chill, the rain clouds gather fast,
And with a sigh, I turn t' escape the blast.

His frank avowal was received with warrp
applause and cheers, and then General Grant
endeavored to duly impress the company with
a sense of the honor conferred on them by
The wild poet•s wild notes were received
the presence of
with wild applause, which was repeated long
JOAQUIN MILLER, THE POET OF THE SIERRAS, and loud, until stopped by the General, who,
with a broad smile of pleasure, introduced
who delivered the following tender poem:
SUNSET IN VENICE.
'Tis night in Venice as I stand alone
Upon a bridge of gray and mossy stone,
And pensive, watch the bright lingering rays
Of the greaf Sun God, as he yet delays
To quench his fiery thirst in that great cup
Of opal hue. which Ocean's hand holds up.
In the pure crystal of th' Italian sky,
Float rosy islands, on a mother sea
Of blood-red hue, as if they would suggest
A vision of those islands of the bless'd,

MR. BAILEY, OF THE DANBURY NEWS,.

who did the following :

,,u

.

Gentlemen : "Quo
Baccne, rapio tui plmum ?''
Whither shall inspiration lead me, as I gaze upon the faces
of those, who, with me, have · labored in the cause of
intellectual advancement? Attempt not, my friends, to
solve this problem; in prophecy, alone, lies the power to
answer it. This occasion is one of great significance, and,
in this assembly, is seen the fulfillment of a great truth:
"History repeats itself." Are not we the repetition of the
past? Is there not, in us, displayed the spirit of ages long
gone by? A spirit, it is true, which has never failed to
repeat itself on every festal occasion, but is it not especially
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true of this time ? Let us roll back the flood of years to
the bright Augustan age : a proper field of comparison with
this, the renaissance of college intellect and poetic glory.
Far back in that mystic age, our well beloved Horace
spoke the words now so dear to every student's ear:
"Nunc est bibendum, nunc pede libero tel/us pulsanda."

See here displayed a maxim true to every age, but especially true to us. To us has come the time of rejoicing: the
ever p.resent " nunc " is, in us, perpetuated ; and freely
may we answer the ancient bard in the words of a modern
bird of poetic song :
"On with the dance, let joy be unconfined."
The past is completed in the present. Cannot we, who
have so long dwelt midst the classic shades of ·Trinity,
respond to the words of prophetic Horace, and say: "venit
vi/issima rerum, lzic aqua"? Or tum to another bright
age of literary splendor, and again, in the immortal legacy
of Dryden, see the prophetic spirit pointing to us. We
are the second and third of the three editorial boards,
which have raised the TAB LET to its present lofty stand.
May not we take to ourselves the poet's words, and calling
to our side departed '79, say :
'' The first, in loftiness of thought surpassed,
The next, in majesty, in both, the last.
The force of nature could no further go,
To make a third, she joined the other two."
Truly has history repeated itself; the intellect of the
past has descended to worthy successors, and justly may we
enroll our names in the army of literature, marching on to
conquer the hosts of ignorance, and building up a monument for future ages, to show how faithfully we have
fulfilled the trust to us consigned. Let us, then, join the
present and the past ; let Horace, Dryden, Shakspeare,
JOin our band, and, in sririt, hover o'er us as we assemble
around the camp-fires o intellect, awaiting the fight which
shall overcome blind ignorance, and in prophetic spirit
pierce the gloom which overhangs the future.
Then, after hearty applause, a ring was
formed about the table, and the company,
aristocrats and democrats, Americans, English, German and cosmopolitan, danced gaily
side by side, and with dancing, singing and
hand-shaking, the compa_ny broke up.
And so ended the famous T ABLF.. T supper
of I 880, an event long to be remembered by
the happy fourteen who were present.

COi'JMUNICA TIONS.

what information upon the subject is at my
command. I find, on turning to the first issue
of the TABLET, that the colors were adopted
twelve years ago this month, and if my memory serves me aright, the fact was first announced through the medium of the TABLET
of which I was then editor. The colors formed
a sort of "Hobson's Choice,'' and as all the
single ones had been chosen, a combination
was the last resort. The adoption of college
colors is a matter of more recent date than
the existence of the Archery Club of Washington College, and the selection of the same
colors by these two different bodies, is, I think,
simply a coincidence.
Yours truly,
W. C. BROCKLESBY.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE

Appeared in Hartford, April I 3th, and
should be mentioned under the head of
College and Campus, for, since their appearance, we have heard often all the popular
airs of the Opera, both in recitations, and
upon our "Turnip Patch."
GREAT CONFLAGRATION!

!

Much excitement arose, on April 9th, from
the burning of the meadows in the neighborhood of the College.
All day long the
flames raged fiercely, and at the setting of
the sun every Zulu spear was consumed. Experts in Zulu warfare are very indignant
at the destruc.tion of their weapons, which
had been deposited in " Snake Hollow " for
safe keeping.
MEMBERS OF THE BALL NINE HAVE PERMISSION
TO TAKE SIX "cu-rs'' A WEEK FROM CHAPEL.

In order to give the nine more opportunity
[Communications upon current topics are invited for this
for
practice, the Faculty have granted them
column. It is expected that they shall be written in a courteous tone. The writer's full name, as well as his nom de permission to take six "cuts" from Chapel
plume, must accompany the article. The editors do not per week. Very soon after this announcement
necessarily. approve.the opinions expressed.]
was made, about two- thirds of the College
had serious thoughts of putting themselves
THE COLLEGE COLORS.
in training, .that they might be prepared to
To the Edz'tors of the Tablet :
fill any vacancies, which might occur.
A correspondent, in a recent number of
TABLET SUPPER.
your Journal, desires information regarding
It may be seen from the preceding colthe origin of the Trinity College colors, umns that the editorial boards of the TAB LET
"Green and White,'' and I hasten to give for the classes '80 and '81, have had a social
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reunion in the way of a Supper. It was
given April 8th, and a thoroughly pleasant
time was enjoyed by all. In handing in an
account of the proceedings at that feast, for
publication in this issue, the editors would
like to give it a modest (?) send off, by saying
with Vaughan:
" Wit's last edition is now i' th' press."
CRICKET CLUB.

A meeting of those interested in Cricket,
was held in the Greek rooni, on Friday,
April 16th, Mr. Kneeland in the chair.
Messrs. W. Nelson, Emery, and Grint were
appointed a committee on organization.
About twenty-four students have already
expressed their intention of joining. ,
CHIMES OF NORMANDY.

The Hartford Amateur Opera Company
gave another representation of the Bells of
Corneville on Monday, April 7th. Owing t-0
some misunderstanding, there was a slight
mistake in the last act, otherwise it passed
off well. Of the several representations of
this Opera which this Company has given,
the Saturday matinee was the best. Indeed
it was so well · put upon the stage on that
.occasion, that Hartford should be congratulated upori possessing high histrionic talents.
THE COMMONS.

Mr. Bolles is to resign his position as
Steward, at the close of the first part of
Trinity term. Mr. Samuel Harris wishes to
be his successor, and the committee has
decided to give him the office upon the
following conditions, He is to receive a
regular salary of $7 5 a month. All money
matters are to be in the hands of the committee, one of which is to be appointed to
audit the accounts of Mr. Harris. Thus we
see there is a prospect ·of a dining hall on the
principles of that of Harvard. There will be
a necessity of demanding each student to pay
for two weeks board in advance, as soon as
he returns to College ·after the Easter recess.
This is to be required, in order that there
may be sufficient money upon hand to make
a smooth beginning under the new regime.
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TABLET, we feel called upon again to mention, both the .very commendable way in
which the Captain has thus far directed
them, and also the spirit with which the members have obeyed his wishes. Leaving out
of our consideration all comparison between
the material of the present with that of past
years, and relying solely upon this spirit, we
have more ground to hope for success than
ever before. This statement has already
appeared in the TABLET; and is here repeated, so that it may be read in connection
with what is to be said beyond. The hard
work of the nine has brought about good
results, for it 1as shown that there is both
good material, and which is even more to the ·
point, that the nine pulls well together.
Each man realizes how necessary it is for
success, that he should play not for his own
reputation individually, but for that of the
mne as a whole. Has not this been our
weak point in former years ?
Captain
Rodgers hands us the following, in which
the names of the members of the nine, with
the positions assign~d to them, are specified.
Wright c., Cook p., Crosby 1b., Wilcox
2b., Holway 3b.-, Rodgers s.s., Hotchkiss l.f.,
Drum ·c.f., and Howell r.f. Gowen is substitute, Goodrich change pitcher, and Burgwin
change catcher.
••
1

LECTURES OF PROF. /ffOLBROOKE.

A very interestillg lecqire on " The Roman Provinces" wa~- given ·in the Laboratory,
April 8th. The Sicilian, Gallic, Spanish, and
Eastern Provinces were spoken of by the
lecturer, Prof. Holbrooke, successively, and
the stereoptican illustrations assisted in throwing light upon the most important points
connected with the history of each. Among
the finest views were the ruins upon the
Acropolis of Athens, the Parthenon, Temple
of Nike Apteros, and Erectheum. The
Theseum, as shown on the canvas, was also
much.admired. This instructive lecture closed
with Egyptian views, particularly of the
region of the Nile. Lectures were also given
by this Professor on the evenings of April 6th
and I 5th, before an audience consisting wholly
of students. These were very informal. an<l all
THE NINE,
availed themselves of the privilege of asking
Although the nine has been very highly questions, a liberty accorde,l tht:m by th<::
spoken of in almost every number of the Professor. This lack of formality, together with
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some new views, is all that remains to be men- cording to report, the mortar was mixed.
tiont!'d in connection with these lectures, for, Of the many flattering things, which might
substantially, they have been reported before. be written with justice concerning the
DR. ECCLESTON's LECTU.RES,
Doctor's lecture, perhaps this is not the least
The lecture on Canterbury Cathedral, de~· complimentary, since it was most commonly
li\'ered in Allyn Hall, Monday Evening, .remarked upon, his ability to get over a
April 12th, was very well attended, and great space in a very short time. The views
quite a success for the students financially, are not only excellent, but also very numerof which only we were at all anxiou~; for ous. In his last lecture the Dr. put upon the
the Doctor's reputation previously assured screen, representations of a few of the many
us what would be the character of the. personages1 whose histories are, to a greater
lecture itself. We should like to report or less degree, bound up with that of The
in detail this very instructive lectur~, but Tower. His brief sketch of their lives was
then! is so much in our hands, which re- remarkable for its eloquence and comprehenquires publication, that we are obliged sivedess.
to mention it rather concisely.
In this
After paying all expenses, the students will
panoramic ~eview of the history of the have $192, the proceeds of the last twQ
English Church, ,the following were especi- lectures, to devote to the Athletic Associaally remarkable: The view of the scene of . tion.
the death of Thomas aBecket, pronounced by.
the audience as extremely well represented, .. DOINGS AT OTHER COLLEGES.
upon the screen ; the ancient relics of English ·
ecclesiastical art, the font in which King,
Ethelbert was baptized by Augustine, and
BROWN,
the patriarchal chair in which the good. The question of raising a crew is favorably
missionary was afterwards enthroned as the looked upon.
first Archbishop of Canterbury. Of the
The Nine ·made an unsuccessful trip. They
. present edifice, which is the work of the played three games and were defeated in
great prelates Lanfranc and Anselm, with them all.
restorations of the twelfth and fifteenth cenCOLUMBIA.
turies, the central and western towers are the
The Columblad has appeared. It receives
most magnificent in England. The Cloisters much praise.
are fine specimens of Tudor architecture.
The Freshman race with · Harvard . is to
The stained glass, ancient and modern, is take place July 7th.
•
pure in its colors, and of beautiful design.
The Spectator offers a prize of $10 for the
Under the whole structure are the crypts. hest cartoon which shall be handed to them
The Chapel below the Cathedral, where before the 1st of May.
Queen Elizabeth permitted the Huguenots
The spring meeting is to be held May 1st.
to worship, still remains, as a Presbyterian Gold and silver medals will be given as first
place of service. The Cathedral was despoiled and second prizes in each event.
of its wealth by the rapacity of Henry VIII.1
Petitions for elective courses were signed
and robbed of'its art treasures in Cromwell's by every member of the college. The moveday. Kings and subjects have repaired the ment is attracting much attention.
ravages of time during the last two centuries
It is expected that two thousand dollars
with generosity and taste.
.
will be cleared by the burlesque shortly to be
The Rev. Dr. Eccleston closed his course given for the benefit of the Boat Club.
of lectures on Friday, April 16th, with "The
CORNELL.
Tower of London." Strange to say, the Dr.
The Seniors have been granted an elective
believes that the White Tower is not the
work either of Julius Caesar or the Devil, in extemporaneus speaking.
Challenges have been sent to the Columbia
but was built under William the Conqueror
by a monk of many tears, with which, ac- and Wesleyan crews.
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Sunday services at the chapel are to begin
CARPENTER, '79. J. S. Carpenter, in the
again, atte"ndence voluntary.
recent final examinations of the Medical School,
The Era makes a strong appeal to the University of Pennsylvania, passed a perfect
·students at large to support the crew.
examination in every branch.
YALE.

The question of opening the college library
on Sunday afternoons is being discussed.
On March the 16th the glee club gave a
minstrel entertainment for the benefit of the
Navy.
The sixteenth Editorial supper of the Courant occurred March 16th. It was a most
enjoyable affair.
During the vacation the glee club gave two
concerts, clearing $800, which is to be appropriated to the Navy.
According to the Cou,ant "Yale's position
on the base-ball question gives her neighbors
far more trouble than it gi_ves hersel("
The crew are in a prosperous condition.
Their is much doubt whether the spring
regatta between the class crews will be a
success.

PERSONALS.
[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furnish us
with all items. of interest that may come to their knowledge, concemmg every one• who has been connected with

OBITUARY.
MRS. PRESIDENT JACKSON.

In the death of Mrs. Mary Wray Jackson,
widow of our late President, tke College has
lost a kind friend and a liberal benefactor.
Through her generosity, ·Dr. Jackson's library
was secured for the College, and she further
carried out his wishes and honored his memory, by the gift of the prize for a Philosophical Essay, and the prize for an examination
on the writings of Pascal and Fenelon. We
understand that she has also bequeathed to
the College a portrait of the President.
Among the friends who cherish her memory,
are a large number of former students of the
College.
The Rev. Thomas Ma11aby, of the class of
1835, died suddenly at Stonington, Conn., on
the 14th of April, in the 70th year of his age.
Mr. Mallaby left College in 1834, to enter the
General Theological Seminary, from which
he was graduatec1 in 1837.

the College.]

BETTS; '44. The Rev. John H. Betts has resigned the rectorship of St. John's Church, Pine
Meadow, and accepted that of St. Mary's Church
South Manchester, Conn.
'
HALL, '54. The Rev. Samuel Hall has resigned the rectorship of the parish in Morrist.own, N. J.
CHESHIRE, '69. The Rev. Joseph B. Cheshire,
Jr., is rector of the church in Durham, S. C.
SHORT, '69. The Rev. William Short sailed
on March 31st for a month's cruise in the West
Indies.
·
DRAYTON, '71. Married, in St. Mark's Church,
Philadelphia, Thursday, April 15th, William
Drayton to · Edith Newbold Welsh, daughter of
the late William Welsh, Esq.
CHASE, '75. Horace R. Chase is a member of
the Legislature of the State of Illinois, from the
26th District.
WARNER, '76. The Rev. B. Ellison Warner
has resigned the charge of St. Mary's Church,
Manchester, Conn.
SHERMAN, '77. H. M. Sherman has received
an appointment to the position of house-surgeon
at Bellevue Hospital, and enters on his duties
next month.

EXCHANGES.
It is a period of general change in the
editorial boards of many of our exchanges.
Why it should be so in this, the busiest
season of the year, we cannot see. There is
a remark~ble sameness in the salutatories,
full of high hope most of them, and the
modest self-praise of "keeping the paper up
to its present high standard," and their appreciation of the great burden they have
taken upon their shoulders. While reading
them, one wonders how they ever presumed
so far.
·
The Cornell Era wa~es eloquent over the
establishment of a course in journalism and
takes issue with the Bal#more Sun upon this
subject. We can not but think that it is impracticable, however much we could wish
it might be so for the sake of our exchange
editor. It is not possible to be made a
subject of regular instruction. All that can
be done in college is to give men as much
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general knowledge as possible, the rest must
be acquired by practice, and the practic~
which is obtained on a college paper is the
best and only preparation that can be given
to a young man while _in college. The
statement of the Sun that what we need are
practical and yet educated men whose training has not been received through listening
to fine-spun theories, but by hard and laborious work and rough contact with disappointment and obstructions is, we think, very
much to the point.
The University Magazine's exchange editor
ends his labors, "dipping his pen in· gall for
the last time" he calls it, by a general criticism of most of the papers. Most of these
criticisms are fair and just; its criticism of
the Princetonian struck us very forcibly.
"When the Princetonian jokes, it is like a
Jersey bull dancing the racquet." The
Magazine claims to have made much pro·gress, and undoubtedly it is advancing iit the
right direction, but it would be well for the
incoming board not to be satisfied with the
work of their predecessors, for they are far
from perfect. They lack the brightness that
should characterize a college journal.
The Yale News is always acceptable. It
is generally br-ight and pleasing, and to be
able to say this of a college daily is high
praise. The issue of April ·12th suggests
that Yale should now enter the Base Ball
Association. Certainly Yale can have no further ground of complaint that we can see, but
we may be mistaken, as her students are proverbially fertile in lighting upon such subjects.
The Acta is interesting as usual.
It
states that New Haven is the place generally
preferred as the place for holding the first
meeting of the Inter-Collegiate Press Association, and that most of the papers favor the
move, so the Association will be success.
The Courant ~ppears under the management of a new board of editors, It is much
the same as usual. The editorials are well
written, and are on subjects of general interest.
The paper is al ways full of life and energy.
The Kenyon Advance has a beautifully
tinted cover and when you have said that,
little more can be mentioned in its praise.
Western journals, as a rule, are not well edited,
and the Advance is not an exception.

As if to chide us for our condemnation of
Wes tern Colleges the next paper we chanced
to open was the Chronicle. It is a paper
worthy of the University it represents. It
contains more general news than any of
our exchanges. The personal column is especially well filled. It is always acceptable.

PARTICLES.
Cricket.
Vacation.
The Ivy is out.
Base Ball is " All the Rage."
Fetch out the Bottle Divers.
"Look at the bug, Gent]emen."
The Burlesque is progressing_finely.
Where, oh where are the Artful Dodgers ?
American eqnivalent to Bismark-Mark
Twain.
Already the editors long for another TABLET supper.
The Chimes of Normandy have been given
for the last time.
·
The class of Eighty had a social time on
last Monday evening.
The Glee Club were unable to sing at the
lectures in Allyn Hall.
At last the Pirates have come, and its
melodies are taking the place of those from
Pinafore, among the students.
An Atwood's machine, for illustrating and
experimentally verifying the laws· of falling
bodies, has been added to the scientific
department, by an appropriation of the
Trustees.
We clip the following suggestive notice
from the Princetonian:
There wiil be a meeting in' town of those .
interested in the maintenance of temperance,
law, and order in this borough, on the evening
of March 31st. Fall in.
Scene in a Geometry Examination. Ste, n
Tutor:-"The · gentleman who is cribbing
will leave the room." (Eighteen men rise
suddenly from their seats with a sheepish expression of countenance.) Stern Tutor:" Perhaps I should have said the gentleman
who is not cribbing." (To which the class
give a mental but unanimous assent.)-Ex.
The next number of the TABLET will be
issued Saturday, May 22nd I 880.
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